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• Prototype Built
• Q & As
Overview of the Project

OBJECTIVE

• Help Women reach their full employment and earning potential through services like Career Counselling, Computer Training, Workshops, etc.

WHAT WE WILL DO

• Improving data management by centralizing data from different sources to Neon CRM.
• Improve usability for clients by redesigning the website and providing web based registration and feedback.
• Easier and improved report generation.
Risk Identification

1. There are no mockups provided for UI design
   • Significant risk if the clients do not like the UI design in the final system.

2. Support of Neon CRM API for automation of registration and feedback
   • Since the API is available in the beta version, there is an uncertainty over the feasibility of automation.
Prototypes Built

1. Web based Feedback, Registration form for clients
   • Prototyping the UI design until the clients give a positive feedback
   • Reduces the risk of clients not being satisfied with the final system

2. Sample registration module to demonstrate working of the Neon CRM REST API
   • Prototyping the sample registration module ensures that the Neon CRM API supports addition and retrieval of data.
Registration Form Prototype
Registration Form Prototype

Intake Form (Page 2)

MARITAL STATUS
- SINGLE
- MARRIED
- DIVORCED
- WIDOWED

HOUSING
- RENT
- OWN
- HOMELESS

GENDER
- MALE
- FEMALE

CURRENT EMPLOYMENT STATUS
- EMPLOYED
- UNEMPLOYED
- SELF EMPLOYED

HAVE YOU SERVED IN THE MILITARY?
- YES
- NO

TOTAL HOUSEHOLD INCOME
- < $5000
- $5000 - $20000
- $20000 - $30000
- $30000 - $50000
- > $50000

HOW DID YOU HEAR ABOUT WOMEN AT WORK?
- WEBSITE
- FRIEND
- INTERNET
- PERSONAL COUNSELLOR
- SOCIAL SERVICE AGENCY

CLIENT SIGNATURE (PRINT YOUR NAME)

SUBMIT
Neon CRM REST API Demonstration

ADD USER

GET USER

NEON CRM Admin Page
Questions?
Thank you ...